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Meeting Details and Attendance Record:  
The 7th meeting of the Finance Committee of Students’ Senate (2012-13) was held on 31st January 

2013. It was called to order at 8:30 pm.  

Members present were: 

1. Karthik Balasundaram (Finance Convener, Students Senate) 

2. Ankit Bhutani (Convener, Students Senate) 

3. Adwait Parulekar (Member, Finance Committee) 

4. Aman Haji (Member, Finance Committee) 

   

1.  To consider the reallocation of golden jubilee fund. 

The Finance committee considered the allocation of budget to various heads under Golden 

Jubilee Fund. Considering the inputs from the GJ team the finance committee has made 

reallocation of budget under certain existing heads and also allocated money to new 

proposals. Further, a priority list has been created, the remaining money if any will be 

allocated as per the priority list. 

 

Additional amount allocated to existing proposals 

Sr.no Description Additional amount Total Amount 

1 New SAC Decoration 25000 525000 

2 Automation of Book Club 15000 40000 

3 Literary Festival 130000 267400 

4 Laugh it Out 200000 632731 

 Total 370000  

 

Money allocated to new proposals 

Sr.no Description Amount 

1 Sound proofing for music club 650000 

2 Earth Day 100000 

3 Blood Donation (4 camp) 60000 

4 IITK waste paper management 160000 

5 Cart 10000 

6 Trophies for championship 200000 

7 Permanent hoarding at Academic Gate 3 50000 

8 GJ Buffer 50000 

9 ROBOCON 60000 

 Total 1340000 
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Proposals on priority (in order of priority) 

Sr.no Description Amount 

1 Xerox Machine 350000 

2 FSAE 350000 

3 Astronomy Club Observatory 350000 

4 LCD in new sac 100000 

5 Golden Jubilee book in New SAC 100000 

 Total 1250000 

6 CDSS  

7 Medical emergency fund  

 

Money deducted from existing proposals 

Sr.no Description Amount allocated Amount deducted 

1 3-D Projector  250000 250000 

2 Online inter college film festival 270000 270000 

3 Home Coming 1000000 500000 

 Total  1020000 

 

2. Questions and Remarks. 

No specific question was raised in the meeting. 

 

3. Any other item with the permission of Chair 

No item was raised in the meeting. 

 
The meeting was adjourned at 10:45 pm. 
 
 
Karthik Balasundaram 
Finance Convener, Students Senate 
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MUSIC CLUB 
IIT KANPUR 

 
PROPOSAL FOR GOLDEN JUBILEE FUNDS ALLOCATION 

 
 
 

Objective  

To acoustically soundproof the Music Room (Room# 211) (2 rooms including the proposed 

In-house Recording setup room) in the New Students’ Activity Centre, IIT-K 

 

Background  

The Music Club is one of the more vibrant clubs of the Student Gymkhana, IIT-Kanpur; it 

provides ample learning opportunities and invaluable experience on stage as well as in the 

recording studio to a large number of students and even faculty members. It also gives new 

entrants into music belonging to the campus community opportunities to learn through its 

regular workshops. 

The Music Club, similar to other Clubs of the Cultural Council, has been advised to shift its 

premises from the Old Students’ Activity Centre to the New Students’ Activity Centre. A 

room (Room No. 211) has been allotted for the same. But there is a necessary requirement 

of soundproofing before any musical activity can take place in the aforesaid room. Also, an 

In-house recording setup has been proposed by the Music Club, and funds have been 

allotted to the same through the Golden Jubilee Funds. Soundproofing is indispensible for a 

recording setup, hence it is being proposed here. 
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Mission and Vision: 

Sound-proofing of Music Room (Room 211, New SAC) 
 

Note: There are two rooms inside Room 211, New SAC; henceforth the room which is 

smaller in size will be called Music Room A, and the other would be referred to as Music 

Room B. 

Music Room A is proposed to be used for the Golden Jubilee funded In-House Recording 

setup (already approved). Music Room B is for the other activities of the Music Club, IIT 

Kanpur. 

 

Need for Soundproofing 
 

1. Any room which is expected to be used for musical/acoustic purposes is in principle 

supposed to be one in which 

a. There is no external sound which causes disturbance to the users inside the room 

b. There is no internal sound being created by the musicians which becomes 

irritating to people outside the room 

2. There is a need for the Speech Transmission index (STI), a measure of clarity of 

perceived sounds to be of a minimum level for various acoustical purposes.  

a. For the In-house recording setup (Music Room A), an STI of more than 0.76 is 

required, indicating very high speech intelligibility 

b. For Music Room B, an STI of around 0.65 would suffice, for general acoustical and 

musical purposes 
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This kind of STI requirements would be fulfilled by reducing the reverberation time, RT60 

(the time it takes for the decay of sound by 60 dB by absorbing media) to a certain 

desirable level, which is possible through appropriate acoustical treatment of the space by 

acoustical experts.  

Requirements 
 

 Music Room A – In-House Recording Setup 

MUSIC ROOM A 

  
                 

  

  
        

Less Window / Door 
  

  
Wall 
paneling 
Work 3.95 X 2.90 X 2.00 = 22.91 - 

       
Area 

Rate per 
Sqmtr 

Amount 
in Rs. 

  6.35 X 2.90 X 1.00 = 18.42 - 
         

  

  2.40 X 2.90 X 1.00 = 6.96 - 2.05 X 0.95 X 1.00 = 1.95 
  

  

  
      

48.29 
       

1.95 46.34 2900.00 134378.75 
Lafarge  Boral Acoustical Tiles 12 mm thick 
@ 2900.00   

            
  

  
                 

  
False Ceiling 
Work 6.35 X 5.25 = 33.34 - 1.20 X 1.40 X 2.00 = 3.36 

    
  

  1.45 X 2.25 = 3.26 
            

  

  
    

36.60 
          

33.24 1900.00 63156.00 

  
    

33.24 
            

  
Optima 2 X 2 acoustical false ceiling with 0.9 NRC 
@1900.00 

          
  

  
                 

  

  
                 

  

CARPET 
    

33.24 
          

33.24 1000.00 33240.00 

  
                 

  
ACOUSTICAL 
DOOR 

    
1 NOS 

          
1.00 15500.00 15500.00 

  
                 

  
Air 
Conditioner 

               
1.00 

                                      246274.75 
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1. Need for Soundproofing on windows: Windows are one of the major contributors 

to sound reflections inside any room, and to ensure a minimal and appropriate 

amount of ambient noise for recording purposes. Thus, it is suggested that windows 

should be properly boarded by wall paneling. 

 

2. Need for Carpet: The ground, especially if smooth and therefore reflective, also 

adds to the direct reflections of sound, and therefore increases reverberation time of 

the room. A carpet is generally an accepted solution to absorb sounds to a certain 

extent. Acoustical carpets (as is mentioned above) are more suited for this purpose. 

 

3. Need for Acoustical Door: Typically, studios are equipped with acoustical doors, 

which prevent entry/exit of sound from outside/inside. This will ‘soundproof’ the 

room more appropriately, and is also a necessity, as the door will not be paneled by 

acoustic panels. 

 

4. Need for Air-conditioner: The need for an air-conditioner is two-fold: 

a. Since the In-house recording setup will contain electronic equipment, it is 

required to keep them under temperature control (especially in summers), 

which will prevent damage, and will promote longer life of the same. 

b. Also as the recording setup will be closed from all sides (windows would 

be paneled and due to the presence of an acoustical door), there is a 

likelihood that the oxygen levels inside the recording room will decrease 

with increasing number of people inside the room and/or increasing time 

spent inside the room. Thus, there is an obvious need for air-conditioning. 
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 Music Room B 

 

MUSIC ROOM B 

  
        

Less Window / Door Area Rate  
Amount in 
Rs. 

Wall paneling 
Work 8.25 X 2.90 X 1.00 = 23.93 - 1.00 X 2.00 X 2.00 = 4.00 

  
  

  8.00 X 2.90 X 2.00 = 46.40 - 2.82 X 2.35 X 2.00 = 13.25 
  

  

  1.45 X 2.90 X 2.00 = 8.41 - 2.40 X 2.00 X 1.00 = 4.80 
  

  

  2.25 X 2.90 X 1.00 = 6.53 - 2.05 X 1.00 X 1.00 = 2.05 
  

  

  
       

- 1.00 X 2.90 X 1.00 
 

2.90 
  

  

  
      

85.26 
       

27.00 58.26 2900 168942.40 
Lafarge  Boral Acoustical Tiles 12 mm thick @ 
2900.00   

            
  

  
                 

  
False Ceiling 
Work 8.35 X 8.00 = 66.80 

          
66.80 1900 126920.00 

Optima 2 X 2 acoustical false celing with 0.9 NRC @1900.00 
          

  

  
                 

  

Blind Work 1.00 X 2.00 X 2.00 = 4.00 
          

  

  2.82 X 2.35 X 2.00 = 13.25 
          

  

  2.40 X 2.00 X 1.00 = 4.80 
          

  

  
      

22.05 
        

22.05 3500 77175.00 
Acoustical blind mac 
make @ Rs.3500/-                            373037. 

 

ESTIMATE: 

Music Room A: Rs 224834.75 
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Music Room B: Rs 373037.40 
Total Requirement: Rs 597872.15 

Conclusion 

Any room which is to be used for musical/acoustical purposes has a basic requirement of 

acoustical treatment. Specifically, a room which would functionally behave as a recording 

setup, requires even more urgent and specific treatment. In view of the musical tradition of 

the Music Club, IIT-Kanpur, and the high standards of facilities made available to students 

by IIT-Kanpur, it is important to ensure that the minimum requirements for a conducive 

space are met. 
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RAKTARPAN 
    An initiative under NSS IIT Kanpur 

 

AIM 

 Awareness: To make people aware about the prevalent blood shortage, bursts myths surrounding it 

and promote voluntary blood donation.  

 Organize Blood Camps: To periodically organize Blood Donation Camps with government blood bank 

in different colleges of Kanpur and have collaborations to help us in case of any blood requirement. 

 Helpline: To help anyone, in case of any requirement for blood. In case of any blood request, we aim 

to satisfy it using our collaboration with the blood banks as well as our emergency donor database. 

 To collaborate with NGO’s and promote voluntary blood donations. 

 

Blood Shortage in India 

According to World Health Organization, the blood requirement of an area is at least 1% of its total 

population. In case of India, that makes it a requirement of 11 million blood units. Ideally, if 2% of 

population (20 million for India) donates blood, it will be more than sufficient to meet the need of a 

country. In 2009-10, India fell short by over 3.5 million units of donated blood. While the nation required 

11 million units, it could collect only 8 million units through voluntary donation. There was an acute 

shortage in Uttar Pradesh which required 19 lakh units, but collected only six lakh units.  

Since blood cannot be generated artificially the only way to meet blood shortage is to rely on volunteer 

donations. In times of shortage, people are exploited and many face hardships.  

One of the main reasons of blood shortage in India is the lack of awareness. Myths like blood donation 

hurts and it affects one’s health are the most common reasons behind the lack of voluntary blood 

donations. Also people are unaware of the blood shortage as most of them have not felt it. 

Vision 

To set up an organization in IIT Kanpur under NSS IIT Kanpur which would spread awareness blood 

shortage and would work to solve the problem with collaborations with different NGO’s, Colleges, 

Government organizations and corporates.  Slowly and steady the organization would aim to solve the 

problem in Kanpur city and later expand its reach to other parts of Uttar Pradesh. 
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Working 

The working of the organization would consist of: 

1. Info session: 

Removing doubts about blood donation and spreading awareness about the problem are the 

most crucial points associated in handling this problem. We will organize information sessions in 

various colleges and offices, clearing doubts that people have about blood donation. These 

sessions are usually organized just before blood donation camps. 

2. Blood donation Camps: 

Working towards our long-term goal of ensuring zero replacement blood donations and ensure 

that government blood banks do not have any shortage of blood. We will organize regular Blood 

Donation Camps with the help of govt. blood bank in colleges, Residential areas and corporate 

offices. 

The blood donation camps will be organized with the help of GVSM Medical College blood bank which 

works in association with UPSACS and all the equipment used by them comes from NACO (National AIDS 

Control Society). 

 Advantages of these camps: 

• Ensure the blood reaches the poor and the needy since the camps are organized ONLY with 

government blood banks. 

• Remove misconceptions about blood donation through awareness/pitching during camps. 

• Brings government blood banks at par with private blood banks in organizing successful and 

safe blood donation camps. Our team having had experience and training in organizing camps 

and our resources help ensure that the camp organizers are satisfied with the camp. 

• Promotes Voluntary Blood Donation. 

3. Helpline 

Until the long-term goal of ensuring sufficient supply of blood in blood banks is achieved, will 

provide patients with help in case of medical emergencies through a helpline. If he request is 
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deemed as genuine and urgent, the request is fulfilled either through a private database of 

volunteer blood donors or through contacting the hospitals with whom we have collaborated.  

 

 

 

Tentative Plan: 

 We are planning to organize the first camp on 3rd  February 2013.  

1st Camp: 3rd Feb 2013    2nd Camp: 24th March 2013 

3rd Camp: Next Semester   4th Camp: Next Semester  

 

Team Structure 

Organization would work under NSS IIT Kanpur and could consist of faculty advisors.  
It would be run by students of IIT Kanpur. 

Dr. H C Verma  has agreed to support our cause how so ever possible. Currently, he has granted us 

permission to work in association with NSS IIT Kanpur. 

 Dr. O P Misra (CMO, Health Center) gave us very enthusiastic response. He had no concerns over 

moving ahead and organizing the camp. He assured us of complete personal support though Health 

center will not be able to play any role in it. 

 We have also got permission from   Mr. A K Ghosh ( DOSA )   and he has supported our idea of setting 

up such an organization for the noble cause of blood donation. 

 

Budget Requirements 

1. Proper requirements to take care of logistics during a blood donation camp. 

2. Refreshments for the voluntary blood donors and doctor teams. 

3. Souvenirs (Thanks giving cards) to given out to blood donors to promote the activity in the 

future.  

4. Promotional activities: 

a. Flex 

b. Posters 
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c. Banners 

5. Running of the organization. 

 

Contacts:  

Himanshu Aggarwal   +91 8604548703 
Rohinish Gupta   +91  9005671529 
Sachin Yadav          +91  8126331074 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



                                                                                                 
 

Proposal for 

Earth Hour 2013 
 

 

Tentative date for conduction: 23rd March, 2013 

(The date might be changed due to the midsem 

break starting from 22nd March) 

 

 

Proposed by: 

Avish Rana (avish@iitk.ac.in) (7607448600) 

Coordinator, Group for Environment and Energy Engineering (GE3) 

mailto:avish@iitk.ac.in


                                                                                                 
 

Earth Hour is a huge event internationally and is conducted every year on a Saturday, generally in the last 

week of March. The Hour witnesses a participation of more than 140 countries and 6000 cities. The expected 

reach of the Hour is almost 2 billion people.  

It is organized by WWF and is meant to be a symbolic gesture to sensitize people toward the cause of the 

environment. People switch off all non-essential appliances for an hour (8:30 pm – 9:30 pm) on that day.  

We plan to organize Earth Hour at a major scale in IIT Kanpur this year, by involving not just the student 

fraternity but the whole campus community. Due to no scarcity of any resources in the campus, the residents 

have a very carefree attitude towards the environment. 

The following is the plan for the whole event: 

 Publicity would start right after the mid semester examinations and would include all departments, 

offices and hostels. 

 The faculty will also be consulted for permission to allow distribution of publicity material in the 

residential areas. 

 World Water Day will be celebrated on 22nd March in the run up to Earth Hour. 

 For a wider audience, we will be collaborating with the Techkriti since the theme for Techkriti ’13 is ‘Fixing 

the Planet’. 

 We have initiated talks with WWF India for a possible lecture series in the run up to the event. 

 Volunteers from WWF India will also be helping us in organizing the event at such a major scale. 

 A Green Living Guide will be prepared, tailored specifically for the campus residents. It would list down 

easy steps they can take to reduce their ecological footprint. 

 A ‘Cycle to work week’ will be organized for the professors. 

 The highlight of the whole event would be the ‘Make a Pledge’ campaign. It would be similar to the “I will 

if you will” campaign being conducted by WWF for Earth Hour 2013. During the month before the Earth 

Hour, people would be encouraged to take a pledge to save the planet and finally the pledges will be 

displayed in the New SAC. They could also be sent to WWF India, if we get enough signatures. 

 All those who take a pledge will be given badges. These badges would be an effective and long lasting 

means of spreading the message to ‘Work towards a Greener Planet’. 

 Development of an online portal where people can complain about any leaking taps they come across and 

the complaints would be forwarded to IWD for fast response. 

 Most (or if possible all) of the publicity would be done through biodegradable/recycled/environment 

friendly materials. 

 The final celebrations of Earth Hour would be held in New SAC on 23rd March. All campus residents will be 

encouraged to switch off lights in their homes/rooms and to come to New SAC and take part in 

celebrations. 



                                                                                                 
 

 A poster making competition would be organized for the whole campus community, inviting only hand 

drawn posters. This would be aimed primarily at children of staff members. 

 A collection drive for electronic waste such as batteries, earphones, etc. would also be organized and the 

waste would be sent to proper recycling centre. If possible, a regular tie up could be done so that all e-

waste in the campus can be recycled. This would make our campus the first university campus in the 

country having an e-waste recycling program. 

 The list of possible events that will be conducted during the Hour are (the list is not exhaustive): 

 Street Play by Dramatics Club  

 Inauguration of the Solar Tree 

 Launching of Sky Lanterns 

 Screening of a documentary, most probably ‘HOME’ 

 Talk by a representative from WWF 

 

Funds would be required for the following: 

 Posters and other publicity material. Most of the posters will be of the form of stickers and would be 

made to ensure that they stay for 2-3 years. The posters will be put in all hostel rooms, common areas in 

the campus and various departments and offices. Good quality recycled paper would be slightly costlier 

than regular paper. 

 Some sort of permanent posters/signs would be put up in various washrooms asking people to switch off 

unnecessary lights and to not waste water.  

Small posters: 6000 pcs at Rs 10/poster = Rs 60,000 

Permanent signs in the washrooms: approx. 200 signs at Rs 100 each = Rs 20,000 

 All those who make a pledge would be given badges. 

Badges: 2000 at Rs 10/piece = Rs 20,000 

 Other publicity material (big posters, sheets for people writing pledges) = Rs 10,000 

 New SAC celebrations: 

Sky lanterns for celebrations in New SAC: Rs 14,000 for 100 lanterns 

Candles for celebration in New SAC:  Rs 2000 

 Earth Hour Lecture Series: 



                                                                                                 
 

      Expenses of speakers for the lecture series: approx. Rs 10,000  

The exact amount of travel expenses cannot be quoted right now. But, if we call 4 speakers from Delhi, the 

approx. cost for each speaker would be about Rs 2500. 

 Miscellaneous expenses: E-waste, poster designing, documentary screening etc. (bills would be provided): 

Rs 5,000 

Total cost: Rs 1,41,000 

The designing of posters and badges for Earth Hour has already begun. We have also obtained a very 

enthusiastic response from WWF India regarding our Earth Hour celebrations. 

All of the above mentioned amount would be well spent and will leave a lasting impression on the campus 

community about the role that they can play in deciding the future of the planet. 
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Aagaaz: Institute Paper Waste Management 

Project Mentor: 

Dr. Koumudi Patil 

Design Programme 

 

Project Team Leaders: 

Shivam Rastogi 

Senior Research Associate 

Department of Materials Science & Engineering 

 

Kavya Sudha Reddy 

MSc. (Int) 

Department of Mathematics 

 

Introduction: 

Project ‘Aagaaz’ aims at generating employment opportunities utilizing the technique of paper 

waste management. The project aims at economical management of waste paper and recycling it to 

generate aesthetically appealing products for daily use. This in-turn will help improve the quality of life 

of underprivileged women around IIT campus. The waste paper will be collected from the academic area 

& campus community after which it will be further transported to a storage facility. From here it will be 

taken to the homes of the employed women where the products will be made. Bamboo baskets have been 

proposed over plastic containers to be used for the purpose of waste paper collection owing to its eco-

friendly and durable properties. Manufacturing of bamboo baskets is labor intensive, hence will further 

provide employment to the weaker sections of the society involved in its production. The proposed 

products of the project are handmade sheets, fair and rough work registers as well as paper coal which has 

been found to be eco-friendly and can be used as a substitute for coal in the household for cooking 

purpose due to its low smoke emission.   

Objectives: 

 To reduce and recycle the amount of waste paper generated by the institute.  

 To train women, making them independent and self-supporting hence improving their standard of 

living.  

 To build a business model that can sustain and generate constant income to aid the 

underprivileged.  

Proposed Scheme:  

 Identify a small group of 10-15 underprivileged women from around IITK campus.   

 Collect waste paper from various locations like academic area & hostels. 

 Train the identified group of women in the art of paper making as well as crafting. 

 Sell the paper products in an appropriate market to generate cash inflow as well as use the 

products as mementos in the campus souvenir shop. 
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Particulars: 

 

S.No. Name  Quantity Amount (INR) 

1 Bamboo Baskets 100 52,000 

2 Sieves  25 10,000 

3 Churning Machine  2 25,000 

4 Shedders 2 12,000 

5 Rollers Set 2 20,000 

6 Pulp Tubs 5 15,000 

7 Binder  2 8,000 

8 Spirals ` 10 kg  5,000 

9 Punching Machine  2  7,000 

 

Amount requested: Rs. 1,60,000 (Rs. 6,000 buffer amount) 

 


